Abstract. Sandwich matrices have proved to be of importance in semigroup theory for the last 50 years. The work of the author on algebraic monoids leads to sandwich matrices in group theory. In this paper, we find some connections between sandwich matrices and the Hecke algebras (for monoids) introduced recently by Louis Solomon. At the local level we then obtain an explicit isomorphism between Solomon's Hecke algebra and the complex monoid algebra of the Renner monoid. In the simplest case of monoids associated with a Borel subgroup, we find that the entries of the inverse of the sandwich matrix, as well as those of the related structure matrix of Solomon's Hecke algebra are 'almost' the polynomials Rx, y associated with the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.
Introduction
Modern semigroup theory essentially begins with the 1940 paper of Rees [21] giving the structure of a completely 0-simple semigroup. Linear representation theory of semigroups begins with the 1942 paper of Clifford [2] on the irreducible representations of completely 0-simple semigroups. Clifford's results became applicable to arbitrary finite semigroups via the work of Munn [9] and Ponizovskii [13] . In all these and subsequent works, the concept of a 'sandwich matrix' of a completely 0-simple semigroup plays a critical role.
This paper is a contribution to the general program of the author to make semigroup or monoid representation theory relevant to group representation theory. Our primary focus will be on sandwich matrices of (finite) monoids M of Lie type (such as JKn{Wq)). The local structure of M is given by the 'local monoids' M(J) = GuJ\J{0} where G is the unit group and / = GeG, e2 = e. Such monoids can be constructed with respect to any parabolic subgroup P = P¡ of G so that the local group at e is the Levi subgroup L of P. Semigroup representation theory then suggests the study of the sandwich matrix S which is a G/P~ x G/P matrix over C [F] . Passing to Solomon's Hecke algebra 6/ of Co[/°] yields a unipotent triangular matrix Í2 over the Hecke algebra Hc(L) of L. We show that 6/ is naturally isomorphic to the Munn algebra over HC(L) with sandwich matrix Í2, whereby the inverse Q_1 yields the unity of 6/. When G is a Chevalley group over ¥q and P = B is a Borel subgroup, we show that the entries of Q and Q.~ ' are polynomials in q , closely related to the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials [8] .
We apply our results on local monoids to arbitrary finite monoids M of Lie type. We give a direct proof that Solomon's Hecke algebra 6 of M is isomorphic to Co[5K] where 9Í is the Renner monoid of M. For J?"(J?q), Solomon [24] proved this result by making use of the result of Okniñski and the author [11] on the semisimplicity of C[^n(¥q)].
Preliminaries
Let M be a finite regular monoid (i.e., a £ aMa for all a £ M) with zero 0 and group of units G. We are interested in the complex representation theory of M. According to Green [6] , the study of M should begin with certain equivalence relations f,M ,S?, %?, cf. [3] . J\ > h if h £ MJXM. If X ç M, we let E(X) = {e £ X \ e2 = e}. Since M is regular, E(J) ^ 0 for all J £ %. If e £ E(M), then the ¿T-class H of e is just the group of units of eMe. We call H the local group at e. Let / £ %. We define
where for a, b £ J, (ab if ab £ J, aob = i ( 0 otherwise. Then M(J) is a monoid which we call the local monoid at / . Let J° denote the subsemigroup 7U{0} of M(J). Let e £ E(J), H the local group at e . Let Rx, ... , Rn and Lx, ... ,Lm denote the 31 and S' classes of J, respectively with H = Rx n Lx . Choose r¡■ £ Rx n L¡■, i = I,..., m, l¡ £ Lx f) Rj, j = 1, ... , n . Then J°, r,lj £ H U {0}, i = \, ... , m , j = 1, ... , n .
The sandwich matrix S is defined to be the matrix (/■,■//). Note that S is «oí coordinate free, i.e. is dependent on the particular choice of r,, /,. Rees [21] showed that the completely 0-simple semigroup J° is a matrix semigroup over ÜU {0} with the multiplication twisted by S, cf. [3] . Clifford [2] showed that the irreducible representations of J° can be obtained from the irreducible representations <f> of H via a full rank factorization of d)(S) over C. Munn [9] and Ponizovskii [13] showed that Co[/°] is semisimple if and only if S is invertible over C[H], cf. [3] . In such a case S~x can be interpreted as the unity of Co[/°] (and in this sense coordinate free). If S~x = (a¡j), then the unity of Co[/°] is just 'Eliaijrj> How is any of the above relevant to group representation theory? To establish a clear connection, we consider some special local monoids. The author [14] [15] [16] [17] has shown that the local monoids of reductive monoids and finite monoids of Lie type (such as Ji"(F)) are all of this type. Let G be a group and P, Ps ubgroups. Let H be a group, 6: P -> H, 6~ : P~ -► H homomorphisms such that 8\pnp-= d~\PnP-. Let where for ax = (xx, hx,yx), a2 = (x2, h2, y2) £ Gx HxG, ax = a2 if and only if x2_1xi € P, y2yxx £ P-, 6(x^xxx)hx = h2e~(y2yxl). If a = (x, h, y),
f (x,hd-(q)e(p)h',t) ifys = qp, q£P~, p£P, ü \0 if ys i P-P, ag = (x,h,yg), ga = (gx,h,y). Proof. It is clear that = is reflexive and symmetric. Let ax = (xx, hx, yx),
Then x^lxx = (x~xx2)(x^xxx) £ P, y3y~x = (y3y2l)(y2yx~l) £ P~ and d(x3~1xx)hx = 6(x^xx2)8(x2lxx)hx -9(xJx x2)h26~(y2yxl) = hîe-(y3y-x)9-(y2y;i) = h36-(y3y-x).
Hence ax = a3 and = is an equivalence relation on GxH xG. Next we show that the multiplication is well defined. So let a = (x, h, y), ax = (xx, hx, yx), b -(s, h!, t), bx -(sx,h\,tx) £ G xH xG such that a = ax and b = bx. Then x-lx,s-xs eP, yxy~x, txrx £ P-, e(x-xx)h = hx6-(yxy-x), 0(S-xs)h' = h'x0-(txrx). Following Solomon [24] for Jtn(¥q), we consider the Hecke algebra
We will see shortly that Then by (2), the Aa<g span 60 . Furthermore the supports of Aad and Aa> ^< have empty intersection unless a = a' and 6 = 6'. Hence Aa iö (a, 6 £ W) form a basis for 60 .
We will return to 60 shortly. Let us consider the sandwich matrix of J'° ç M'. For a £ W, let (4) va = unù-xUâ,
Then since U is a product of its root subgroups in any order, We call Q0 the structure matrix of 60 . Now by [4] We will show that Qe>a and Q9a are related to some polynomials in Kazhdan-Lusztig theory. Before doing this we use Q0 and Q0' to study the structure of the Solomon algebra 60. Let x£&&. Then x = ^2ageXVaaeAat0 for some unique aa<e £ C. Define 4>(x) = (aaiß) £ Jtn(C) where n = \W\. Proof. We have already seen that <p and hence ip (since Q is invertible) is a vector space isomorphism. It suffices therefore to show that for all x, y £ 60 , (10) 4>{xy) = </>(x)04>{y).
By linearity, it suffices to consider the case when x = Aa>g = sd~xe6e, y = Ar,<ye< =eö'-xe6'e. Let b £ B. If 6bô'~x i B~B, then e6bà'~xe = 0. Suppose 6bd'-x £ B~B . Then 6bö'~x £ U~tU for some t £ T and e6bà'~xe = te . Thus by (3) \6Bá'-xnB-B\ ._, à, xy = 1-r^---ta le6'e = Qe,a'A,e--\u\ Hence <j)(xy) = cj>(x)D.(f)(y), establishing (10). In particular 1 = ip(h') = cj)(h')Cl and <j)(h') = fi_1. This completes the proof. G Kazhdan and Lusztig [8] constructed the now famous polynomials Pe,a(<l) (6,0 £ W). They also consider some closely related polynomials, Rb,g(q) (6, a £ W). Deodhar [4, 5] further studied these polynomials and in particular found a closed form formula for Rg"(q). 
Re,a(q) = \B-6BC\BoB\/\B\. By (4), (5), (6), (11) we see that (14) \6Uó~x nB~B\ = \Ye\ • \6Veà-x n B~B\ = ql^\6Vgô~x n B~B\. By (4), (5), (6), (16) \Uà n B~6B\ = \V9-i\' |r"-iff n B~6B\.
Since BoB = Ya-\oB, we see by (12) or (13) that (17) \Ya-ldnB-6B\=Rd,a(q).
Since£(CT) = ^(rj-1),weseeby (7),(ll), (14)- (17)that ßfl,ff= q^-^Rg^q). By [8, These are scalar multiples of the usual basis elements Tn of Iwahori [7] . Since U is a product of its root subgroups in any order, we see that (20) ó~xBo ç VfB for all a £ i)/.
If \Dj\ = n, we will exhibit an explicit isomorphism between 6/ and ^#"(i/c(L)).
By [11, proof of Lemma 2.5],
Let a £ Jf . Then a = xe¡y for some x, y £ G. By (21) , there exist o, 6 e D¡ suchthat x£BoP, y£P~6~xB. So by (18), a = xe¡y £ BaPeiP-6~xB = BoLeI6~xB.
Hence for some n £\V¡, a£BoBL7cBLeI6-xB = BaneI6-xB, by (19) .
We claim that o, n, 6 are unique. For suppose for some ox, 6X £ D¡, nx £ W¡, a £ Boxnxe¡6l~xB. Then BoxP = BoxiixP = BcrnP = BaP, P'6~XB = P~6~XB.
Hence by (21), a = ax, 6 = 6X. Since n £ W¡, à~xa6 £ a-xBaneI6~xB6 n o-xBcmxeId-xB6
£ Iff BneIU¡-B n UfBn^UfB by (20) = UfBLne¡B n UfBLnxeiB by (18).
So by (18), e¡á~xaOer £ BL7iBLe¡ n BLnxBLe¡.
Hence BLnBL nBLnxB ^ 0 and 7t = ;ii . Thus o, n, 6 are unique. Also eae = eôùerf^E = eáT^e¡6-xs by (18), (19) . Proof. We have already seen that <f> and yi (since Q. is invertible) is a vector space isomorphism. It suffices therefore to show that for all x, y £ 6/, (22) <p(xy) = cj>(x)^(y).
By linearity, it suffices to consider the case when x = Aaj(Tn) = eö-xT'KeI6t, y = Aa,¡e,(T¿) = ea'-xT^,eie'e = eó'-'e^Ó'e.
Let be B. If 6bô'-x i P-P, then ei6bà'~xei = 0. Now P-P = UfLU, = [J UjBLyBLU, = |J VfBLyB. = £Ó-xrnQlta,T'K,eIe'e = Aa,g,(T&lalT'n,). Hence <f>(xy) = </>(x)i20(i/), establishing (22) . In particular 1 = y/(h¡) = 4>(h¡)Q and (j>(h¡) = Q~x. This completes the proof. G 
Solomon algebras and Renner monoids
Let G be a group of Lie type in the sense of Carter [1] . Actually it suffices to assume as in [1, Chapter 2] that G admits a split PTV-pair satisfying some commutator relations. If P is a parabolic subgroup, then we let RU(P) denote its unipotent radical. By a (finite) monoid of Lie type on G, we mean a finite regular monoid M with zero 0 and unit group G such that M is generated F = E(M) and G, and
(1) For all e£E, P = p(e) = {x£ G\xe = exe}, P~ = P~(e) = {x £ G\ex = exe} are opposite parabolic subgroups of G and for all u £ RU(P), v £ RU(P~), ue = e -ev .
(2) For all e, f £ E, eM = fM or Me = Mf implies x~xex = f for some x £ G. Monoids of Lie type were introduced by the author [16] with a different name (regular split monoids) as an abstraction of certain properties of linear algebraic monoids [14, 19, 22] . They occur as the fixed points of endomorphisms of reductive monoids [20, 23] .
Let M be a monoid of Lie type on G. Following Solomon [24, 25] , we are interested in the Hecke algebra
where as before e = (\/\B\) Y^beB b ■ We begin by discussing the structure of M. G has a two-sided action on M. The ^-classes of M are exactly the G x G orbits. Moreover the partially ordered set ^ = Í¿(M) of ^-classes forms a lattice. There is a cross section of idempotents ej (J £ í¿) such that J = GejG and for all Jx, J2£^, eJ{ej2 = ej2eJt = eJ]Aj2. A = {ej\J £ %f} is a cross section lattice in the sense of [14] . Moreover M = E(M)G and for all J £%,
There is a type map X:% -> 2r such that for all J £ %, P(ej) = P^j), p-(ej) = P-(J). We write P,, PJ , Lj , Uj, UJ , Wj for PK(J), P~y), Lk(J), U*-(J) ' U)dj) ' ^MJ) ' respectively. We call X the type of M. The type map completely determines the system of idempotents of M. Monoids of Lie type are first of all classified according to their type. For / e ^, let Kj = {x £ G | xej = ejx = ej).
Then Kj <Lj . Let X = J?(M) = {(J ,Kj)\j£ %}.
The type map X along with 3t(M), classifies a monoid of Lie type up to isomorphism [16, Theorem 3.8] . Renner [22] generalized the classical Bruhat decomposition for reductive groups to reductive monoids by replacing the Weyl group by a finite inverse monoid (i.e., for each element a, there is a unique x with axa = a , xax = x), which we call the Renner monoid. This decomposition was generalized to a monoid M of Lie type by the author [16] 
